®

WHAT IS SALTWASH® ?
Saltwash® is a base coat powder paint additive that creates
a unique weathered, layered look on any surface.
HOW DOES SALTWASH® WORK?
Saltwash® is a patent pending product. Its chemical
composition has an active ingredient that when added to
paint and applied to any surface it begins to dry throughout
all at one time. This differs from paint texturizing products
and paint alone, which typically dry from top to bottom,
resulting in the layers settling out.
WHAT MAKES SALTWASH® THE PREMIERE PAINT
ACCESSORY ON THE MARKET?
Saltwash® is the Original and only texturizing product on
the market to use actual Sea Salt and all organic products!
WHAT MAKES SALTWASH® DIFFERENT
THAN TYPICAL CHALK PAINT OR OTHER
SPECIALTY PAINTS?
Saltwash® is not a paint but a paint accessory, and is used as
a base coat layer, for texture and authentic weathered worn
look. Saltwash® is used by mixing it into any type paint.
WHAT TYPES OF SURFACES CAN SALTWASH®
BE APPLIED ON?
Saltwash® an be applied on wood, metal, ceramic, glass,
plastic, cement, fabric and a variety of other surfaces,
with no prep work required.

Saltwash® was invented to recreate the authentic time worn
painted look, which the owners of Saltwash®, grew up with in
the surrounding seaside cottage porches and furniture along
their coast. Their mission was to create a formula to replicate
the layered, sun and salt air kissed look, while also being quick
and easy to use.

CAN YOU MIX SALTWASH® IN ANY TYPE OF PAINT?
Yes. Saltwash® can be mixed in any type of paint such as a latex,
oil and all specialty paints. See mixing ratios below and go to our
website for more information.

14 oz
Milk Paint

16 oz
Latex Paint

+
+

8 oz
Saltwash

16 oz
Chalk Paint

16 oz
Saltwash

16 oz
Acrylic Paint

+
+

12 oz
Saltwash

16 oz
Saltwash

42oz CAN
COVERS
65-75 sq/ft
10oz CAN
COVERS
15-20 sq/ft

Visit www.ILOVESALTWASH.com for more frequently asked questions and helpful videos

